Hello,

My name is Emily Roberts. I am an occupational therapist, as well as the owner of Thera-Play Pediatrics (www.thera-play.com). Thera-Play Pediatrics is a pediatric, outpatient clinic providing occupational, physical, and speech therapy services for children from 0 to 18 years of age. We are currently recruiting occupational therapists to fill positions in Fayetteville, Arkansas, as well as Ft. Smith, Arkansas and I am excited about the opportunity to connect with you.

Thera-Play Pediatrics is a therapist owned, growing, pediatric outpatient clinic, started in 2007. Since then, we have grown from 2 therapists to a multi-talented team of over 24 occupational, speech, and physical therapists!

We offer holistic therapy services to children from birth to 18 years of age with varied diagnosis. The predominant caseload at Thera-Play is providing Early Intervention services for children birth to 5 years of age. At Thera-Play, you will be able to observe and continue your learning experience from very experienced therapists practicing in all three fields. We place a heavy emphasis on using the most current practice strategies, modalities, and methods in a well equipped facility and we ensure that you have access to the most current and relevant continuing education in your area of interest to most effectively treat your patients.

At Thera-Play Pediatrics you will receive a pay rate that is 20% higher than the Arkansas average and well above the national average. Employee benefits include a comprehensive management team, continuing education allowance, sign on/relocation bonus, reimbursement for license renewal fees, liability insurance coverage, discounted disability and life insurance coverage, 401K plan, and membership to health club. Candidates should be self motivated, autonomous, have a passion for occupational therapy and children with an enthusiasm for continued professional growth.

I would like to give you a brief look at our clinic through this video link, http://youtu.be/Tjh1sl8pxTc

Employment at Thera-Play Pediatrics would require relocation to Northwest Arkansas. The Northwest Arkansas (NWA) metro area has a population of approximately 475,000. NWA has developed a reputation as a home for businesses to grow and operate. Fayetteville is the primary city in the NWA area and home to the University of Arkansas. This has created an area that has the feel of a college town with the features of a major city.

Highlights:
Over 25% of the Fortune 500 currently operate offices in the NWA area.
Forbes ranked the NWA area as #19 on the Best Places for Business and Careers List.
Forbes also ranked NWA #3 for the Best Midsize Cities for Jobs 2013.
NWA is the 8th least expensive region among urban areas in the United States.
Fayetteville has been recognized as one of the top 10 college towns of 2013
Find out more about the area from this video, published by the NWA Council, as well as the following links describing NorthWest Arkansas:

http://www.nwacouncil.org/news/2013/apr/24/connectnwa-aims-engage-newcomers/
http://www.experiencefayetteville.com/do

We are searching for occupational therapists that have a passion for occupational therapy, as well as for children and their families! If you would like to pursue our clinic further, please submit a resume with 3 professional references. Then, simply send an email to emily@thera-play.com to let me know that you have applied and we can move forward in the process.

We are really excited about the opportunity to pursue you as a candidate and I look forward to speaking with you in the future.